
 The 34-day-long conflict between Hezbollah and
Israel ended on 14 August. A ceasefire is being
maintained.

 According to UN estimates the conflict has resulted in
1,187 civilian deaths; damage and in most cases
destruction of 15,000 homes, 80 bridges and 94
roads.

 The Lebanese government has estimated that there is
$3,6 billion worth of damage to infrastructure.

Most of the 800 000 refugees have now returned to
their heavily damaged villages and homes.

 According to the UN, there are hundreds of thousands
of unexploded bombs and ammunition in southern
Lebanon and these have already caused 14 deaths
and 90 casualties since the end of the conflict. The
UN estimates that mine clearing will take up to 30
months.

 This hazard is making it impossible for many farmers
to cultivate their land and harvest crops. For families
of southern Lebanon, 70% of income is from
agriculture.

 250 000 Palestinian refugees live in Lebanon, mostly
in camps, some of which were bombarded. The
conflict has aggravated the already precarious
situation of this particularly vulnerable population.

Rubble and oil spills are polluting the land and marine
environments. The livelihoods of fishermen is
compromised.

 In early September the Swiss government agreed
upon a supplementary credit of 20 million Swiss
Francs for humanitarian aid in Lebanon and the
Palestinian occupied territories.
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Ensuring Basic Living
Conditions in Lebanon

Since the end of the conflict in Lebanon, Switzerland's
Humanitarian Aid (HA) has been concentrating on
establishing basic living conditions for the affected
populations. Switzerland is working to support optimal
coordination between the different protagonists and a fair
distribution of aid.

SDC Humanitarian Aid

The HA programme "Back to the Villages" is underway
and is helping villagers who have lost everything during
the conflict to make a new start.

Programme components include mine clearing and mine
awareness building, re-establishment of drinking water
supplies, provisional rebuilding of schools, healthcare
(Swiss army medical containers), winterised shelters
and financial compensation for loss of harvests.

HA experts are presently evaluating requirements in
particularly hard-hit villages which have as yet received
little or no assistance.

The existing programme for Palestinian refugees is to
be reinforced. Refugees who provided shelter to
internally displaced persons (IDPs) will receive
compensation.

HA is purchasing medicines to be distributed by the
Lebanese Health Ministry to the chronically ill.

 In cooperation with the Ministry of Education, local
authorities and NGOs, schools are being repaired for
the beginning of the new school year.

HA is assessing environmental damage and ways to
curb marine pollution due to rubble being poured into
the sea.

HA is assessing ways for the Lebanese government and
other protagonists to ensure optimal coordination and
fair distribution of aid.
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